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Development of a Toolbox for Model-Based Real-Time Simulation and
Analysis of Legged Robots

Multibody systems such as legged robots require sophisticated and efficient methods for their modeling, control and
simulation. This paper discusses the development of a software library based on modern tools such as C++, OpenGL
and XML for highly efficient dynamics modeling. A primary focus lies on modularity permitting its easy extensibility
in connection with different actuation and contact models, optimization algorithms, localized and centralized on-line
control schemes as well as animation and simulation environments.

1. Modeling of Legged Systems

The toolbox is based on concepts presented in [1] for object-oriented robot modeling in a real-time environ-
ment with its extension to a general multibody modeling scheme. This new toolbox is intended to form the core
for multibody systems design, analysis, and control such as in the construction of a legged robot, the performance
analysis of triathletes, or the running control of a soccer-playing four-legged robot which all require sophisticated
simulation and optimization tools [5]. Though different biomechanical applications may rely on widely different
dynamic models, the underlying recursive structure remains the same. One of the long-term goals is to enable
the user to easily interchange models of muscles and motors, friction and ground terrain models, or ambient fluid
dynamics to perform simulations as well as kinematic and dynamic optimization. To achieve these goals, modularity
and efficiency have to be considered.

Depending upon the application, a high degree of modeling modularity is invaluable when dealing with com-
plex models such as walking systems with a changing number of mechanical degrees of freedom, depending upon
contact conditions. Advanced walking systems require the implementation of various actuation models like motors,
gears or even (artificial) muscles. Operation in an dynamic environment also means there is the need for modeling
various exterior forces, e. g. payloads, ambient wind or water and multiple contact forces.

Efficiency is of paramount importance for the above applications. Time efficiency is crucial for real-time simu-
lation and on-line model-based control of walking systems. Memory efficiency must also be considered, in particular
in possible application areas such as embedded systems which usually have very limited resources (including memory
and computing power). There is virtually no upper limit to the desired level of modeling complexity for these sys-
tems. By achieving greater efficiency, the number of systems that may be considered can be substantially increased.
At the same time a flexible and modular structure is desired where, for example, parameters may be changed on-line
without restart and recompilation. The chosen recursive algorithmic structure satisfies these characteristics.

2. Multibody Dynamic Algorithms

The equations of motion of a legged system modeled as a rigid multi-body system (MBS) can be written in
the well-known form

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇) + G(q) = u+ JC(q)T
fC

where M is the mass-inertia matrix, q is the generalized position states of the walking system, C denotes the Coriolis
forces and G gravitational forces. The vector u represents the applied forces, JCT is the transpose of the constraint
Jacobian, and fC contains the contact forces.

Several approaches exist in literature for the solution of the forward dynamics problem. Symbolic methods
[6] can construct efficient, closed form dynamics with O(N) complexity for legged systems through symbolic ma-
nipulation of the above equation. In stages of system design and control, often frequent changes in the models of
the robot and its environment are necessary which makes these approaches impractical. The Composite Rigid Body
Algorithm (CRBA) [7] and the Articulated Body Algorithm (ABA) [4] both satisfy the need for modularity, while
the former is more efficient for small MBS (systems with 9 degrees of freedom or less) though of O(N3) complexity,
while the latter is O(N), more efficient for complex systems, and well suited for larger robotic systems.

ABA is a recursive algorithm which exploits the numerical advantage of formulating the rigid body dynamics in
an alternative manner based on intermediate mass-inertia descriptions of parts of the tree-structured system. Instead
of expressing the spatial forces acting at each link as the product of link mass and link acceleration plus bias forces,
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masses and accelerations of ‘articulated’ chains are used. The standard definition of forces from the Newton-Euler
description is f = MV̇ + β where f = vec{fi} ∈ IR6N×1 contains the 6-dimensional spatial (rotational + linear)
forces of each link i, M = diag{Mi} ∈ IR6N×6N contain the system’s spatial inertias, V̇ = vec{V̇i} ∈ IR6N×1 are the
spatial accelerations, while β contains bias forces. The forces may be alternatively described using the articulated
body spatial inertia P , f = P V̇ + z. The articulated body may be considered as the ‘floppy chain’ of outboard links
in the tree-structured multi-body system. Featherstone made this discovery and also introduced the 6-dimensional
spatial notation [3]. Rodriguez and Jain made the association to Kalman filtering which permitted them to construct
an O(N) Cholesky type factorization (LDLT ) of the mass-inertia matrix. Their ‘innovations factorization’ of the
mass-inertia matrix M written as M = [I +KφH ]TD[I +KφH ] in terms of spatial operators has as closed form
inverse

M−1 = [I −KψH ]D−1 [I −KψH ]T

which may be derived from algebraic identities [4]. The entire forward dynamics algorithm in the unconstrained
setting may be conducted in three sweeps of the tree-structured multibody chain (base → tip → base → tip).

The modeling paradigm for the investigated legged systems is based on that presented in [1]. It is well-suited
for an efficient implementation of recursive dynamics algorithms such as the ABA. It relies on a port-based formula-
tion for the definition of a rigid MBS model which may consist of components like bodies, various joints, actuators,
contacts and other constraints. Within the modeling paradigm, interconnections between MBS entities occurring
through certain ports called connectors define the model topology. These serve as a basis for the implementation
of efficient data transfer between the software components performing the dynamics computations, as have been
similarly implemented in a C++ recursive inverse dynamics algorithm for on-line control purposes [1].

3. RoDynA: Robot Dynamics Analysis

RoDynA combines concepts from [1] and [2] into a new toolbox for robot dynamics and analysis. Its capa-
bilities extend to the ability to model free-floating robots and legged systems. A primary target of RoDynA is to
provide easy integration of new algorithms, e. g. dynamic contact models or exact sensitivities of the dynamics. On a
higher level new interfaces especially for numerical integrators, optimizers, simulators, graphical user interfaces and
controllers shall guarantee its extensibility and ease of use. In addition, RoDynA is designed for real-time simulation
and on-line control.

With respect to our research, RoDynA will have a suitable interface for many applications.
The interface figure gives some idea of the interface. The µCore is the part that will not be
changed. The Core provides basic functionality common to almost every application and model.
Models are new entities like muscles. App. n Iface represents interfaces between certain models
and applications. It must be assured that it is easy to add additional functionality even on the
lowest level. On the other hand, higher level functions should not be affected by these changes as
long as the extensions are not in use. For debugging and analysis there will be some manner of
logging and validation to retain data integrity. This concept is similar to the transaction concept of
databases. The interface is implemented in pure C++ thus enabling fast communication and low
memory consumption. C++ is more advantageous than C because it provides more modularity
through its object-orientation. The price to pay for this are platform and compiler dependencies
among others. Additionally, RoDynA will have an object naming and browsing facility.
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